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Nucleation of wetting layers
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Using Nakanishi and Fisher s model [Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 1565 (1982)] for the wetting of a
liquid on a substrate, we calculate the structure and free energy of critical circular domains. The first
creation of critical domains denotes the onset of the nucleation of the wetting layer from a metastable
surface state. It is shown that at the metastable limit, where the metastable surface state ceases to
exist, the free energy and height of the critical domain vanish while the radius of the critical domain
diverges. First-order corrections in an expansion in S, the surface tension difference between the
metastable and the equilibrium surface state, to the usual thermodynamic analysis are calculated.

~~2
As a result we have that, at coexistence, the nucleation time is given by 4t oc S exp( & ), where
7 is the line tension at the wetting transition and B is the rescaled surface tension of the liquid-vapor
interface that is universal (R 0.10) near the critical temperature.

PACS number(s): 68.45.Gd, 64.60.+b, 64.60.My, 82.60.Nh

I. INTRODUCTION

When two Quid phases coexist on a substrate, they can
do so in two possible ways. Either the two Quid phases
and the substrate meet in a line or one of the fluid phases
intrudes between the substrate and the other Quid phase.
In the latter case we say that one of the Quids "wets" the
substrate. The transition between these two states is
termed the wetting transition [1,2]. We will refer to the
fluid phase that wets the substrate as the liquid phase
while the other fluid phase will be referred to as the vapor
phase. When the liquid is not stable as a bulk phase, the
(first-order) wetting transition is announced as a prewet-
ting transition at which the liquid layer on the substrate
jumps from thin to thick. Above the (pre)wetting transi-
tion the thick liquid layer is the thermodynamically sta-
ble surface state, but often the thin Blm is encountered
in experiments as a (long lived) metastable surface state
[3—5]. Conversely, below the (pre)wetting transition the
thin film is the equilibrium surface state and the thick
Glm can be encountered as a metastable surface state.
Recently there has been a lot of experimental [3—5] and
theoretical [6—11] interest in the way the equilibrium sur-
face state is formed kom the metastable surface state.
The quantity that one primarily has access to in exper-
iments is the nucleation time, the time it takes for the
metastable surface state to disappear. The first quan-
titative study of the nucleation time has been carried
out by Law [3] for a near critical binary mixture of ace-
tone and hexadecane in coexistence with the common
vapor. The growth of the acetone rich phase, which wets
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the interface between the hexadecane rich phase and the
common vapor, was monitored after initially quenching
the temperature from above the critical temperature T
to a specific temperature below T . Initially the nucle-
ation time was found to always decrease approaching T,
but a later study [8] seemed to indicate that very close
to T the nucleation time goes through a minimum and
possibly diverges at the critical temperature.

According to classical nucleation theory [12], the equi-
librium surface state is formed by the creation of circular
domains of equilibrium surface state by thermal fluctu-
ations. If the circular domain is larger than some criti-
cal domain it will grow and spread across the substrate,
whereas it will decrease in size and ultimately vanish
when it is smaller than the critical domain. The free
energy necessary to create the critical domain is directly
related to the experimentally measurable nucleation time
and it is the calculation of the form and free energy of
the critical domain that is the subject of the present in-
vestigation.

A thermodynamic treatment, which should be valid for
large circular domains, shows that the size of the criti-
cal domain is determined by S, the difFerence in surface
tension of the metastable and equilibrium surface phase,
and w, the line tension associated with the circumference
of the circular domain. The line tension tends to de-
crease the radius of the domain whereas S is the force
behind increasing the radius of the domain. The radius
of the critical domain R is determined by the balance
of these two effects and is given by S = w/R, the two-
dimensional analog of the Laplace equation. Of course a
thermodynamic treatment will not yield numerical val-
ues for S and 7, which can be supplied only by a more
microscopic treatment. Previous calculations [6,9—11] of
this sort have been carried out using the interface dis-
placement model [6,13,14]. In this model the free energy
is considered as a functional of the height profile E(r),
where r is the radial distance from the center of the do-
main. Different forms for the potential that describes
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the interaction, which can be either short or long ranged,
with the substrate are assumed. Extensive investigations
by Bausch and Blossey [9—11] have yielded, as a function
of dimensionality and as a function of the exponent o
that describes the decay (ocfi ) of the interaction with
the substrate, the dependence on S of the structure and
free energy of (large) critical domains.

In the present investigation we will consider a form
for the free energy, first given by Nakanishi and Fisher
[15], that is a functional of the full density profile m(r, z),
where z is the height above the substrate. The interac-
tion with the substrate is considered to be short ranged
and is given in terms of two parameters: hi, the surface
field, and g, the surface enhancement parameter [15,16].
Since we consider the free energy as a functional of the
full density profile instead of a more coarse-grained height
profile, this approach seems appropriate to investigate
the structure and free energy of small critical domains.

In the next section we describe the mean-field model
for the surface free energy by Nakanishi and Fisher. In
Sec. III we use this model to calculate, numerically, the
structure and free energy of the critical domain. The
calculations are done close to the prewetting or the wet-
ting transition where the domains are large, as well as
far from the (pre)wetting transition where the domains
are small and ultimately disappear. In Sec. IV we then
investigate whether we can understand our numerical re-
sults for small domains by a more analytical calculation.
We summarize and discuss our results in Sec. V.

II. WETTING AND PREWETTING

m„= —1 ——6+ —h' ——I '+ O(h') .
4 32 16

The pheno~enological parameters hi and g appearing in
the expression for the surface free energy C'(mi) are the
surface field and surface enhancement parameter, respec-
tively [15,16].

The equilibrium density profile is found by solving the
Euler-I. agrange equations associated with the minimiza-
tion of the surface free energy in Eq. (1) with the appro-
priate boundary condition at the substrate:

02
,m(z) = f'(m), (4)

where the prime denotes a differentiation with respect
to the argument. The solution to Eq. (4) can be found
analytically [17,18]

as plus (minus) the density of the liquid (vapor) at coex-
istence; and energies are scaled by 2(cmp2, with c/2 the
usual coeKcient of the squared gradient term. The bulk
field 6 (& 0) measures the distance from coexistence of
the wetting phase, which we will refer to as the liquid
phase, with the vapor phase. When 6=0 the liquid and
vapor phase coexist with densities m= 1 and m= —1, re-
spectively, while for h & 0 only the vapor phase is stable
as a bulk phase. The density of the vapor phase m is
the value of the density for which f (m) is minimal and
is for small 6 given by

In this section we describe the mean-field model for the
surface free energy that was first introduced by Nakan-
ishi and Fisher [15]. This model has been extensively
used for the description of the wetting behavior of a liq-
uid and its vapor on a substrate. As a function of two
phenomenological parameters hi and g, which describe
the interaction of the liquid-vapor system with the sub-
strate, a rich phase diagram is found containing both
first- and second-order wetting transitions.

The surface free energy per unit area as a functional
of the density m, (z) is, in the model by Nakanishi and
Fisher, given by the expression

m(z) =m„+ " " „,(6)
m„(3m„' —1)

(1 —2m2)e" —m2 + " " sinh(z')

where we have defined

o.:—(6m —2) 2 (3m„—2) 2 + 4m„—2,
1z* =—(6m„—2) ~ (z —l) .

The above expression for the density profile was first
given by Jin and Fisher [17] in an expansion in small
h. The height l, defined so that m(z = E) = 0, is a mea-
sure of the thickness of the liquid layer on the substrate.
It is explicitly given by

F[m]/A = 1 (0
dz —

~

—m(z)
~

+ f (m) + e(mi),
2 (Oz ) mv1

, ln
(6m2 —2) (n(m„™i)

with the functions f (m) and 4(mi) given by

f (m) = —(1 —m ) ——(1 —m„) + h(m —m„),=1 22 1 2 2

2 2

4(mi) = —himi ——m, .g
2

(2)

Here we have located the substrate at the z = 0 plane and
defined mi = m(z = 0) as the density at the substrate.

All the quantities in this expression are dimensionless:
lengths are scaled by a factor of 2(, with ( the bulk corre-
lation length; densities are scaled by mo, which is defined

x [(6m„—2) 2 (mi + 2m mi + 3m„—2) 2

+2m mi + 4m„—2] (8)

The density at the substrate mi is found by solving the
boundary condition in Eq. (5). A graphical representa-
tion of the boundary condition is shown in Fig. 1. The
curve [2f (mi)] 2 intersects the solid line hi+gmi at four
values of mi of which two correspond to (local) minima
of the surface free energy. These two values are indi-
cated by the solid circles in Fig. 1 and will be denoted
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FIG. 1. Graphical representation of the boundary condi-
tion in Eq. (5). Solutions of the boundary condition are
found by the intersections of the solid curve with the straight
solid line. The solid circles with mq ——m, j g„are solutions of
the boundary condition that correspond to (local) minima in
the surface free energy. The broken lines tangent to the solid
curve represent the location of the metastable limits.

by m» ~ and m» ~ so that m» ~ &m» z. The surface ten-
sions corresponding to these two minima are calculated
by inserting the explicit expression for the density profile
into Eq. (1)

o = —(mi —m„m, i —2) (m, i + 2m mi + 3m„—2) 2=1 2 2 2 1

(m2i + 2m„mi + 3m2 —2) 2 + mi + m,„+h ln
(6 . 2)-. +2 .

2 2+—(6m„—2) ~ + C (m, ) .

The lower of the two calculated surface tensions is the
equilibrium surface tension while the other surface ten-
sion corresponds to a metastabte surface state. When
h = 0, i.e. , when the liquid and the vapor are in coexis-
tence, and for a fixed value of g, a particular h» ——h» ~
exists so that for h» (h» ~ the minimum corresponding
to m» ~ has the lower surface tension while for h» & h» ~
the minimum corresponding to m» z has the lower surface
tension. In the latter case the corresponding thickness of
the liquid layer is infinite and the transition is therefore
termed the netting transition. For g & —2 the wetting
transition is a Erst-order transition, which implies that
oK coexistence (h ) 0) it is announced as a presetting
transition. At the prewetting transition the equilibrium
surface state changes from that of a thin liquid layer to
that of a thick (but not infinitely thick as for the wetting
transition) liquid layer. Along the locus of prewetting
transitions, termed the prewetting line, the surface ten-
sions of the thin and the thick liquid layer are equal and
the thin and the thick layer can coexist on the substrate.
The prewetting line ends in a surface critical point at
which the surface states corresponding to the thin and
the thick layer become identical.

From Fig. 1 it is clear that for fixed values of g and h
only a certain range of values of h» yields two competing
minima. The bounds on the range of values of h», which
we will denote as h» „and h» ~ so that h» „& h» ~,
are graphically determined by the tangent lines to the
curve [2f(mi)] 2 that have slope g (see Fig. 1). When
h» & h» „, solving the boundary condition yields m» „as
the only minimum in the surface free energy while for
h» ( h» only m» corresponds to a minimum in the
surface free energy. The graphical construction yields
that h» „and h» are the positive solutions of the fol-
lowing fourth-order equation in h»'.

hi —2m„ghz ——[g + 8g (5 —6m„) + 48m„—72m„h —32]h2i

6

+ [m„g + 2g (4—m„—h) + 16m„—72m h + 48h]hi + —(2 —3m ) + —(6 —10m + m„h)
8

V 16 V V

2

(12 —20m + 9h —6m„h) + 1 —m„——m„h+ 8m, „h = 0. (10)

As mentioned above, for a certain value of h», which we
will denote as hi y ~ (or hi ~ when h = 0), in the in-
terval h» ( h» ( h» z, the surface tensions of the thin
and the thick liquid layer are equal. The situation is
thus such that for h» & h» ~ the thin film is the equi-
librium state; for h» ( h» & h» I ~ the thin film is
still the equilibrium state, but now the thick film enters
as a metastable state; for h» ~~ & h» & h» „ the thick
Blm is the equilibrium state and now the thin f»lm can
be present as a metastable state; for h» & h» z the thick
film is the equilibrium state. The values h» and h» „
denote the limits of the metastable regions.

A typical phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2 in the

case that g = 0. The solid line is the prewetting line,
which starts at the wetting transition (W; h = 0, hi ——

(2~3 —3) ~ = 0.681 25. . .) and ends at the surface critical
point (SCP; h= gv 3, hi ——~3). The broken lines are the
limits of the metastable regions given by

hi ~ —— —m —3m —1+ (4 —3m ) &
9 2 mv 2 3

) tel. V 2 V

9 2 mv 2 3
hi = m —3m —1 — (4 —3—m ) ~

)P V 2 V

which are derived from setting g = 0 in Eq. (10).
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SCP

cover the whole substrate. When these spontaneously
formed domains are large enough (we will later return
to what exactly we mean by "large enough"), thermody-
namics tells us that the driving force behind increasing
the size of the domain is S:—o,q

—a ~, the difference
in surface tension of the metastable and the equilibrium
surface state, times the surface area of the domain, while
the driving force behind decreasing the size is the line
tension r [14,18—22] times the circumference of the do-
main. The total free energy for the creation of a circular
domain with radius R is thus given by

I"(B) = S~B—+ 2vrB r . (12)

0.3 0.6 0.9
The radius of the critical domain is defined as the radius
at which the above expression has its maximum

PIG. 2. Phase diagram for g = 0. The solid curve is the
prewetting line where the thickness of the wetting film jumps
from thin (region below the prewetting line) to thick (region
above the prewetting line). The wetting transition (W) is at
h, =0 and hq 0.68125. . . . The prewetting line ends in the
surface critical point (SCP) at h = s~3 and hi ——~3. The
broken curves represent the end of the metastable regions.
The dotted line at 6=0.3 represents the range of values of hq

corresponding to Pigs. 3, 4, and 6.

In the next section we will stick to setting g=0 as an
example. We are interested in the decay of metastable
surface states to the equilibrium surface states and we
will carry out our investigation in three typical regions of
interest. These are the decay of a metastable thick layer
and that of a thin layer for a particular Ii) 0 (h=0.3) as
well as the decay of a metastable thin layer when h, =0.

III. NUCLEATION

With the model for the surface free energy given in
the preceding section, we now want to investigate how
a metastable surface state is replaced by the equilib-
rium surface state. In particular we will be interested
in the time, the nucleation time, it takes for the equi-
librium state to form. Suppose the thermodynamic cir-
cumstances are such that the thin film is the equilibrium
state of the system and we change our thermodynamic
variables instantly in such a way that now the thick film
becomes the equilibrium state of the system. By thermal
Buctuations, circular domains of the equilibrium surface
state (in this example the thick film) will form that either
will decrease in size and vanish or increase in size and

R

This is the two-dimensional analog of Laplace's law [2].
It should be kept in mind that the above equation is de-
rived from maximizing the free energy whereas the orig-
inal Laplace equation, or its two-dimensional analog, is
derived from minimizing the free energy. Whenever a do-
main is created with a radius larger than the critical ra-
dius it will grow to spread the whole substrate whereas it
will decrease in size and vanish when its radius is smaller
than the critical radius. An important quantity is the
free energy needed to create the critical domain. It is
calculated by inserting the critical radius into Eq. (12)

(14)

The time it will take to form a critical domain by a ther-
mal fluctuation, and thus the time it takes to form the
equilibrium surface state, is inversely proportional to the
probability of creating a critical domain. It is thus in-
versely proportional to the Boltzmann factor exp[ —PE,],
where P = 1/kT, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is
the temperature. The nucleation time can be measured
in experiments and thus allows us to obtain information
about the behavior of E and thus about ~ and S.

In this section we will calculate the free energy of the
critical domain using the model for the surface free en-
ergy in Eq. (1). This microscopic approach has the ad-
vantage that one has explicit expressions [18] for r and S
and, furthermore, it has the advantage that the analysis
is not restricted to large circular domains allowing us to
investigate the range of validity of the thermodynamic
expression in Eq. (14). Using the cylindrical symme-
try of the critical domain, the density is a function of r,
the radial distance, and z. The surface free energy as a
functional of the density now reads

F[m] = 2z' j dz
1 fB i' 1r'0

drr —
~

—m(r, z)
~

+ —
~

m(r, z)
~

+ f(m) + 2—vr
2 (Bz ) 2 gBr

drr C2(mi), (15)
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1
P]l] = 2w der —oo(E)]l'(r)]'+ V(P)),

0 2
(16)

where we have defined

where mi(r) = m(r, z = 0). The form of the critical do-
main is calculated by solving the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tion for the above free energy. The Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions de6ne an extremum in the free energy with respect
to the many degrees of freedom. In the present example
this extremum is a saddle point: the free energy is max-
imal with respect to the degree of freedom that results
in a change of the radius of the domain and it is mini-
mal with respect to all the smaller degrees of freedom [9].
This corresponds precisely to the situation described for
the critical domain in Eqs. (12) and (13).

Solving the Euler-Lagrange equations amounts to solv-
ing a nonlinear second-order differential equation on a
ttoo-dimensional grid. Instead we will make an approx-
imation that is expected to be very accurate and which
will lead to solving a similar differential equation as a
function of only one variable. Define the height E(r),
which now is a function of r, as m(r, z = E(r )) = 0. In-
stead of r as a variable we can, without loss of generality,
use l(r) as a variable when there is a one to one relation
between the two. The density is then written as a func-
tion of E and z. With this transformation the free energy
has the form

Z[m, ] = 2~
OQ

drr —op(mi) [mi(r)] + V(mi), (18)

where now

g0 mi
( 8

dz
i(o)m,

mme)z)
1(a

dz —
i

—m(m„z)
~

+ f (m)
2 (c)z )

The form of the free energy in Eq. (16) is the direct
analog of the interface displacement model [6,13,14] that
was used by Bausch and Blossey [9—11] for their calcu-
lations of critical domains. The function op(E) denotes
the surface tension against surface area Huctuations of
the liquid-vapor interface located at height E. When 8 is
large compared to some typical interaction range of the
liquid with the substrate, op(E) is expected to become
equal to 3, the surface tension of the free liquid-vapor
interface. The function V(E) is the surface potential that
measures the surface free energy needed to constrain the
liquid-vapor interface to be at a certain height E.

Instead of using l(r) as parameter to replace r it proves
to be more convenient to use mi(r) as parameter. Then
the density is given by m(mi, z) and the free energy is
found by substituting mi(r) for E(r) in the above formu-
las:

V(E) =

(0
dz

(

—m(&, z)
i)

1(B
dz —

~

—m(l, z)
~

+ f(m)
2 (Bz j

+C(m, ) —~ .... (17)

+ C (ml) &mete ~

The approximation now comes in when making certain
assumptions about the form of the functions op(mi) and
V(mi). In order to obtain explicit expressions for these
functions, we need to postulate a form for the density
profile m(mi, z). We will use the density profile [17,18]

m„(3m„—1+ A)
m(mi, z) = m

(1 —A —2m2)e'I —m2 + " (h —2m„A) sinh(z&)
' (20)

1
, ln

(Gm2 —2+ 2A).—
mv

op m„—my

where we have defined

ng = (Gm„—2 + 2A) & (3m,„—2 + 2A) 2 + 4m„—2 + 2A,

z„*—:(6m„—2 + 2A) ~ (z —l),

Several difFerent expressions for m(mi, z) and hence the
functions op(mi) and V(mi) have been presented in the
literature and we refer the reader to Refs. [17,22,23] for
their form. As an aside we mention that the above profile
is obtained from minimizing the surface free energy in Eq.
(1) constraining the density at the substrate to be equal
to a prescribed value mi by adding a term containing a
Lagrange multiplier of the form [17]

1
x [(Gm„—2 + 2A) ~ (mi + 2m„mi + 3m„—2

A dz [m(z) —m„]'.
0

(23)

+2A) ' + 2m„mi + 4m,„—2 + 2A] (21)

—[2f (mi) + 2A(mi —m„) ] ' = O'(mi) . (22)

and A in terms of m~ is found by solving the modified
boundary condition

An important advantage of this approach is that the ex-
pression for the density profile in Eq. (20) is compact.
The functions V(mi) and op(mi) can now be calculated
by inserting the density profile in Eq. (20) into Eq. (19).
The integral over z in the expression for the surface po-
tential V(mi) can be carried out to yield
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V(mi) = —(2 + A) (6m„—2 + 2A) 2 + (mi + 2m„mi + 3m„—2 + 2A) 2

(mi + 2m„mi + 3m„—2+ 2A) 2 + mi + m„l 1
+h ln + —mi —m„mi —2 —A + 4 mi) —o.

(6m2 —2 + 2A) ' + 2m„ ) 3

The Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding to the free
energy in Eq. (18) reads

V'(mi) = o p(mi)mi'(r) + —o'p(mi) [mi(r)]
2

1
+—op (mi) m', (r) . (25)

The profile mi(r) of the critical domain is obtained from
the above differential equation with the boundary con-
ditions mi (r = 0) = 0 and m i (r = oo) = mi ~,ta, where
m» t is the density at the substrate of the metastable
surface state Th.is then enables us to calculate E(r) the
height profile of the critical domain using Eqs. (21) and
(22). In Fig. 3 a number of height profiles of critical
domains are shown for g = 0, 6 = 0.3, and, from top to
bottom, h» ——1.21, 1.22, 1.23, . . ., 1.29. The prewet-
ting transition is at h» ~~ ——1.201 712. . . so that for this
range of values of h» the thick film is the equilibrium
surface state and the thin film the metastable surface
state. The critical domains thus consist of thick film in
an environment of thin film surface state. In Fig. 4 a
number of height profiles of critical domains are shown
for q = 0, h, = 0.3, and, &om top to bottom, h» ——1.10,
1.11, 1.12, . . ., 1.19. For this range of values of h» the
thin film is the equilibrium surface state and the thick
film the metastable surface state. The critical domains
are now critical "dents" consisting of thin film in an envi-
ronment of thick film surface state. The critical domains

in Figs. 3 and 4 are larger when h» is close to the the
prewetting transition while the critical domains decrease
in size close to the metastable limits, which are located
at h», ~ ——1.093855. . . and h» ~

——1.290951.. . . Notice
that only the largest domains exhibit a clear plateau of
the equilibrium surface state inside the domain. We will
later see that only for these largest domains is the ther-
modynamic analysis, leading to the expression for the
free energy of the critical domain in Eq. (14), valid.

In Fig. 5 a number of height profiles of critical domains
are shown for g = 0, Ii = 0 (liquid-vapor coexistence),
and, from top to bottom, h» ——0.71, 0.72, 0.73, 0.75, 0.77,
0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, and 0.98. The wetting transition
is at h» ~ ——0.68125. . . so that for this range of values
of h» the thick film, which is now infinitely thick, is the
equilibrium surface state and the thin film the metastable
surface state. The metastable limit is located at h» „——
1. Since the equilibrium thickness is infinitely thick, the
height E(r) never reaches a plateau [ll] inside the domain
and in Sec. IV we will investigate the consequences of this
fact for the thermodynamic analysis.

The free energy of the critical domains is calculated
by inserting the height profiles from Figs. 3—5 into the
expression for the free energy in Eq. (16). The result, as
a function of h», is shown as the solid circles for h, = 0.3
in Fig. 6 and for 6 = 0 in Fig. 7. The free energy
of the critical domain on either side of the (pre)wetting
transition diverges near the (pre)wetting transition. This
can be understood from the fact that at the (pre)wetting

1.5

1.0 1.0

0.5 0.5

0.0

—0.5
—30 —15 0 30

—0.5
0 15 30

FIG. 3. Cross section of the critical domain for g = 0,
h=0.3, and, from top to bottom, hq ——1.21, 1.22, 1.23, 1.24,
1.25, 1.26, 1.27, 1.28, and 1.29. Shown is the height profile
E(x) with x parallel to the substrate.

FIG. 4. Cross section of the critical domain for g = 0,
h, =0.3, and, from top to bottom, hi ——1.10, 1.11, 1.12, 1.13,
1.14, 1.15, 1.16, 1.17, 1.18, and 1.19. Shown is the height
profile E(x) with x parallel to the substrate.
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IV. SMALL CRITICAL DOMAINS

In this section we will investigate what happens near
the metastable limits and calculate the leading-order cor-
rection to the thermodynamic formula for the &ee energy
of the critical domain given in Eq. (14). For the de-
scription of nucleation of three-dimensional droplets [12],
leading-order corrections to the thermodynamic expres-
sion for the free energy of the critical droplet define a
quantity termed the Tolman length [24]. We will there-
fore refer to the leading order corrections to the formula
in Eq. (14) as Tolman corrections.

~1,m —~1,ML +~1,rn ~ (28)

Next we expand the surface potential V(mi) around its
(local) minimum value V(mi, ) =0

Here, for simplicity, we have taken the thin film to be the
metastable surface state, corresponding to the situation
in Figs. 3 and 5. The analysis for the case when the thick
film is the metastable surface state (Fig. 4) is analogous
to that of the thin film. The constant value of the density
at the substrate of the thin film is itself expanded around
its value at the metastable limit

A. Metastable limit

mi(r) = mi + Ami(r) . (27)

Close to the metastable limit the height profile E(r) is
close to the value of the height of the metastable surface
phase for all r; see Figs. 3—5. The same is true for the
profile mi(r), which we expand around the density at the
substrate of the metastable surface phase

V(mi) = —V"(mi )Ami + —V'"(mi )Ami

= ——V"'(mi ML)Ami Am,

+ —V (m, Mi, )hm, +.)(I 3 (29)

where we have used the fact that at the metastable limit
the local minimum of the surface potential ceases to exist
and becomes a saddle point, i.e. , V"(mi Mr, ) =0. We now
insert Eqs. (27)—(29) into the Euler-Lagrange equations
in Eq. (25) and expand to lowest order in Ami

00(ml, MI )™y(r) + +p(ml, ML) [™y(&)] + +0 (ml, ML)™i(r)
2 r

—V'"(mi ~L, )Ami Ami + —V"'(mi ~L, )b,mi . (30)

The proper scaling behavior of Ami(r) and r for small

Lmi, is given by F. = (Am, )'z f dTT (oo)m, ~~) [f'(z)]'

Am, (r) = Am, f(z),

r=(Ami ) ~z, (31)

—~"'( . ))f(*)l'+3~"'( . ))f(*)J')

(33)

where f (x) and x are the rescaled substrate density
and the distance, respectively. Inserting the above ex-
pressions into the Euler-Lagrange equation in Eq. (30)
and retaining only the leading-order correction for small
Lmi, , one finds

(32)

The above di8'erential equation has to be solved numer-
ically with the boundary conditions f'(x = 0) = 0 and
f(x = oo) = 0. The &ee energy of the critical domain is
then calculated from inserting the numerically obtained
profile f(x) into Eq. (18) using Eqs. (27)—(29) and (31)

Prom the above expression we see that the free energy
of the critical domain goes to zero at the metastable
limit proportionally to (Ami ) . Notice from Eq. (31)
that while the height of the critical domain above the
metastable thin film goes to zero near the metastable
limit [E(0) oc Ami(0) oc Ami ], the radius of the do-

main diverges [r oc (Ami ) 2]. In fact, while the free
energy of the critical domain becomes zero, the volume,
and thus the number of particles constituting the critical
domain, is constant [V oc E(0) r2 oc 1]. A similar phe-
nomenon is observed [12] for three-dimensional droplets
near the metastable limit. In this case the density dif-
ference between the inside and the outside of the droplet
goes to zero while the radius of the droplet diverges with
the result that the number of particles constituting the
critical droplet remains constant.

1
For fixed g we have that Ami oc (hi z —hi) 2 so

that the free energy of the critical domain vanishes pro-
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(2hi „)~ (hi „—hi) ~

Am 1 1 1
(4 —3m~) [

—3m„—(4 —3m~) ~ ]
(34)

where hi „is given in Eq. (11). From Figs. 6 and 7 it is
clear that only very close to the metastable limit is the
free energy of the critical domain well approximated by
the straight solid lines. Especially when h = 0 (Fig. 7)
there seems to be a large region where neither solid line
represents the solid circles accurately.

portionally to h» „—6». The straight lines near the
metastable limits in Figs. 6 and 7 show the result of the
above analysis. In calculating the slope of the straight
solid lines, we have used the fact that for g = 0 the re-
lation between Am» and 6» „—6» is explicitly given
by

given by inserting the equilibrium profile mi (r) into Eq.
(18), subtracting the surface tension contributions, and
dividing by the circumference 2vrB, of the boundary line

r 1
7(R,) = dr —op(mi)mi(r) + AV(mi), (39)B, 2

where we have defined K V(mi) = V(mi) —(o',p-a,q )'0(R, —r) with 0 the Heaviside function. Note
that V(mi) had been defined such that V(mi) =0 when
r ~ oo and we therefore do not need to subtract a similar
contribution for r )R, . Note, furthermore, that AV(mi)
thus depends on the precise location of the radius B,. Be-
low we will show that the quantities 7o and w», however,
do not depend on the precise location of the radius. Next
we expand the quantities appearing in the above formula
in 1/R,

B. Tolman corrections

We will now investigate the first-order correction to
the thermodynamic formula in Eq. (14). The thermo-
dynamic formula is valid when the radius of the domain
is large compared to the thickness of the interfacial re-
gion between the thin and thick 61m. For small domains
the radius of the domain becomes important and the line
tension will in general depend on the radius of the do-
main so that 7 in Eq. (12) has to be replaced by r(R).
Finding the critical radius by extremizing the modified
Eq. (12) then yields

1 (1&
mi(r) = mi p(r) + mi 1(r) + 0R. (R.') '

op(m, ) = 0.0 p(m, ) + op 1(m, ) + 0
~R, R~)

1 f 1 5
&V(mi) = Vp(mi) + &Vi(mi) + 0

~R. q R.') (4o)

Here we have omitted the 4 before the zeroth-order term
in the expansion of AV(mi) since o,1 ——o,q when R ~
oo. Inserting the expanded quantities into Eq. (39) and
comparing the result to the form for the radius-dependent
line tension in Eq. (36), we have that

(35)

We now assume that the radius-dependent line tension
for large radii can be expanded in 1/R

(11r(R, ) =rp+ri +0
~R, qR~)

Here rp is the line tension at the (pre)wetting transi-
tion, which was previously denoted as v but we have now
added the subscript 0 to distinguish it from the radius-
dependent line tension 7 (R). Inserting the above expres-
sion into Eq. (35) gives

R, iR, )

OO

2

2
d( —o'0 p(mi p)(mi p) + Vp(mi p)

OO

2
d( ( —0'0 p(mi p)(mi p) + Vp(mi p)

1 I 2 I+—cTp 1(mi p) (mi 0) + AV1 (mi 0) + Vp (mi p)mi 1

(41)

+ &p p(ml, p)ml, l(mi, p) + 00,0(ml, p)mi pmi 1

{42)

where we have defined ( = r —R, and omitted ( as the
argument of the functions m» o and m»». The Euler-
Lagrange equation in Eq. (15) is also expanded in 1/R .
To lowest order we find that

7r70 ('1)
+ 27rri+ 0

i (38)

as the two-dimensional analog of the Laplace equation.
The fact that the coeflicient of the 1/R term in this
expression vanishes when the expansion in Eq. (36) is
made was already known from the study of cylindrical
surfaces in three dimensions and from circular surfaces
in two dimensions [25]. Inserting Eqs. (36) and (37) into
Eq. (12) yields for the free energy of the critical domain

op 0(mi 0)mi p + op 0(mi p)(mi p): Vp(mi p), (43)

which is integrated to yield

1 2—o'0 0(mi p)(mi 0) = Vp(mi 0) . (44)

Next we insert the above expression for Vp(mi 0) into the
expressions for 7 p and w» and partially integrate the terms
containing m»» in w». This gives us

We will now set out to calculate the (constant) first-order
correction 2+v». The radius-dependent line tension is

7o = d ooo m», o m», p (45)
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7y = d opp myp mip

+—op i(mi p)(m, ,) + AVi(mi p)
1

(46)

The implication is that the expansion of 7 (R,) in 1/R,
in Eq. (36) is no longer correct beyond the zeroth-order
term, when 6 =0. In the Appendix it is shown that the
correct expansion of v(R, ) is given by

ln(R. )+o l l
(&=0), (48)

4 1 (1)
3 R.

2
7., = —in(h) (h -+ o) .

3 (47)

1 o2

Both expressions are independent of the choice for the
location of the radius of the critical domain ((=0). For
v p this is apparent since all the quantities in the above
equation are independent of a shift in (~ ( + A( while
for wq this can be deduced when one uses the fact that
7'p ——(cr,i —o',~) i, the two-dimensional analog of the
Laplace equation. Notice that the expressions for rp and
7i only depend on mi p, the density profile of the critical
domain with infinite radius, which is determined from the
first-order difFerential equation in Eq. (44). In fact, the
formula for the line tension 7p at the prewetting transi-
tion was already used in Sec. III when we evaluated w in
Eq. (26) for Figs. 6 and 7. The result of evaluating the
above expression for ~i is shown in Fig. 8 for several val-
ues of 6 along the prewetting line. At the surface critical
point wi ——0 and at 6 = 0.3 we have 7i ——0.060783. . . .
We can now use this last result to calculate, for 6=0.3,
the Erst-order correction to the expression for the free
energy in Eq. (26) using Eq. (38). The result is shown
in Fig. 6 as the broken curve. The (constant) correction
to the solid curve is small and only for a very limited
range of values for hi is the broken curve a significant
improvement to the solid curve.

When 6 ~ 0 we see from Fig. 8 that ~q increases
sharply. In the Appendix we show that in fact wq diverges
as

s= —— + ol
l

(h=o) .
R, 3 R2 (Rs) (49)

In this case the coeKcient of the 1/R2 term does not
vanish. Inserting Eqs. (48) and (49) into Eq. (12) yields
for the free energy of the critical domain

(5o)

In terms of an expansion in hq —hi ~, the zeroth- and the
first-order contribution to the free energy of the critical
domain are explicitly given by

8'+—» II i —I i, iv I
+ O(1) (~ = o) .

The above expression for E is plotted as the broken curve
in Fig. 7. The addition of the first-order correction to Eq.
(26) greatly improves the comparison with the calculated
values represented by the solid circles.

As mentioned in Sec. II, all the quantities calculated
here are in reduced units. For instance, the surface
tension of the liquid-vapor interface is given by o

scmp(2() i, where the quantities in regular units are de-
noted by a tilde. The free energy of the critical domain,
multiplied by P, is thus given by

where the coefficient of the ln(R, )/R, term, —s, is inde-
pendent of the value of g. The two-dimensional analog of
the I aplace equation is calculated by inserting the above
expansion into Eq. (35)

2 cm 30'

kT kT (52)

—0.8

—0.4

0.0

where we have defined O'—:R kT/( (R should not be con-
fused with R„ the radius of the critical domain). Near
the critical point of the liquid-vapor system, B is a uni-
versal constant with the experimentally determined value
of R = 0.10 [26]. The implication of Eq. (52) is that, since
the coefEcient of the ln(R, )/R, term in Eq. (48) is itself
a universal constant with value ——,the first-order cor-
rection to the free energy of the critical domain in Eq.
(50) has the universal form

0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 PP, i ——8vrR ln(S) (Ii = 0) . (53)

FIG. 8. Tolman correction to the line tension of the critical
domain as a function of h along the prewetting line (see Fig.
2). At the surface critical point vi becomes zero whereas near
the wetting transition 7i diverges as 7i = s ln(h).

In real systems, a description in terms of just the param-
eters hq and g might not always be accurate, but we do
expect that universal features, such as the expression in
the above equation, will still be valid.
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V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have presented numerical calculations of the struc-
ture and free energy of critical domains using the Nakan-
ishi-Fisher [15] expression as a model free energy. For
large domains our results are in agreement with the ther-
modynamic treatment and the findings of Bausch and
Blossey [9—ll] for short ranged interaction with the sub-
strate. We have shown that at the metastable limit the
free energy and the height of the critical domain vanish
while the radius of the critical domain diverges. It should
be kept in mind, however, that the experimentally ob-
served metastable limit occurs prior to the theoretically
calculated metastable limit (spinodal). At the experi-
mentally observed. metastable limit the kinetics of the
layer growth mechanism becomes important [12,27]. The
result is that very close to the theoretically calculated
metastable limit the analysis presented here no longer
holds. It would be interesting to investigate in what way
our results for the structure of the critical domain (de-
creasing height and increasing radius with constant vol-
ume) are important for the kinetic treatment.

We have calculated first-order corrections in an expan-
sion in 1/R, to the usual thermodynamic analysis. We
showed. that including the first-order correction to the
formula for the nucleation time, at coexistence, gives

+87( R

where A is a constant and the above quantities are in
regular uiuts (we have omitted the tildes). The first-order
correction term comes in as the factor S in the above
expression. The exponent of this factor has a universal
value (= 2.5) near the critical point. It was shown (see
Fig. 7) that the inclusion of this factor greatly improved
the comparison with the numerically obtained values for
a large range of domain sizes.

In real systems, a description in terms of just the pa-
rameters hi and g might not always be accurate. The
third phase might not be a solid substrate but a Huid
phase as, for instance, when we have a binary liquid mix-
ture with a common vapor. Also, it might be important
that in real systems the interaction is usually described
by a Lennard-3ones potential and the assumption of short
rangedness might not always be correct. When the in-
teraction with the substrate is sufFiciently short ranged. ,
however, we do expect universal features, such as the ex-
ponent 8~A in the above expression, still to be valid.

Finally, we have ignored the e8'ect of gravity. The pres-
ence of gravity will affect the structure of the large critical
domains when their size becomes comparable to the cap-
illary length. Furthermore, at coexistence, gravity will
bound the thickness of the equilibrium wetting layer. For
very large domains, i.e., close to the wetting transition,
gravity will thus affect the analysis leading to the loga-
rithmic correction in Eq. (53) and crossover behavior is
to be expected.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF v.g
CLOSE TO %1ETTINC

1,rn, o

m1 0

dmi p (O.p pVp) &

p

1

[&
oo& '

' «pr
1 1

+Oo, i
I I

++Vi
I

t' Vp &' ta'ool'
(20'ppr 2Vp r

where we have not written the explicit dependence of the
functions op p, op i, Vp, and V~ on m~ p. The density at
the substrate of the thick film is defined. by

1 (1&
m, „—= mi„p+m, „, +0

[' ' R, qR.'r (A2)

and similarly for mq . When 6 ~ 0, the limit that
we will be primarily interested in, mi & p and mi p are
explicitly given by

=1 12 1
mi „p(h = 0) = —g + —(g + 4hi + 4) ~,

1 1 2 1
mi p(h = 0) = ——g ——(g —4hi+4) ~ .

2 2
(A3)

In order to keep the analysis here as general as possible
we have not set g =0 as we did earlier. We will show that
the quantities we are interested in will be independent of
g. Finally, in Eq. (Al) we have introduced mi p as the
value of mi where ( = 0 (r = R,). The value of m, i o is
chosen arbitrarily in the range mi p(mi p &mj „p.

When h, ~ 0, the singular contributions to wq are when
mq p M mq „p so that it is convenient to use x =mi p p-
mi p as a variable instead of mi p. Equation (Al) then
becomes

Amp 0 1
dx (0-p pVp) ~

(' o l)' ~ (' o,ol['
20o p) (2Vp )

(A4)

where Lmi, p =mi z p —mi, ,p. Next we expand the func-
tions Op(mi), as given in Eq. (19), with Eqs. (20)—(22)
and. V(mi), as given in Eq. (24), in small x and h, with

In this Appendix we calculate the leading behavior of
7i when the wetting transition is approached (6-+ 0) as
well as the correct expansion in 1/R, of the line tension

(R,) w.hen k=0. First, we rewrite the expression for Ti
in Eq. (46), using Eq. (44) to replace integrations over
( by integrations over mi p. The result is
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arbitrary ratio between the two. The result is 2
ri ———ln(h) + O(l) .

3
(As)

1V2 1

1 + h x

V & V )
Vo(x) = —x —ln 1+ —x l h,

h
i

h )'

2 V 1o.o i(x) = ——mi „i(h = 0)
1+ —xh

~z
AVi(x) = V mi p i(h = 0)

1+ x

where we have defined V = 4mi „o(h = 0)[m, i z o(h =
0) —1]/[mi & o(h = 0) + 1]. Next we insert the above
expressions into the expression for ri in Eq. (A4) and
redefine x~ —"x. The resulting wq is written as the sum
of three terms

dx, dx', + O(1)
(x') '

= —1n(h) + O(l),
2

1 1
&gib = ——V6mi, „,i(& = 0) V

h2

[x —ln(x + 1)]~

(x + 1)'
1

ri .——-i/6 m, „,(h = 0) V
62

x[x —ln(x + 1)]x dx
0 (x+ 1)' + O(1) . (A6)

2ln(x+ 1) —x
dx

[x —ln(x + 1)] ~ (x + 1)2

2[x —ln(x + 1)]~

(*+ 1)
0

= 0. (A7)

Only in the first expression is the (first) upper integra-
tion limit not replaced by the h ~ 0 limit of oo. This
integration namely leads to the logarithmic divergence of
'Ty . The second and third expressions diverge as h
but the coefBcients can be seen to exactly cancel each
other when one uses the fact that

1
1 )0 l'~o, o~ '

dmio ]

i 2vo)1,0 (0)
m1 p P —7TL1 0

1 „p—rn1 p(0)

3
dx x

oc [mi „o—mi o(0)] (A9)
From the previous analysis we know that only 7~ con-
tributes to the singular part of vq so that the expansion
of r(B,) is given by

1r(B,)= v.ii +
C

m1 P

170

~, , (0)
dmi, o (o.o oVo) '

1,rn, p

1

(oo o) '
dm',

/

0

Am, 1 0

dx (a'o, oVo) '
1rp(0)

1

d, ~&~o, o'I '

(A10)

Next we insert Eq. (A9) and the expressions for oo o and
Vo in Eq. (A5) with 6=0 into the above expression, so
that we finally arrive at

Am11

3R

+O
I

(Ib

ln(B, ) + 0
]3 R. gR. )

r(B,) = rg— / 1
dx

(x') '

An important finding is that the coefBcient of the above
expression is independent of g and hq.

Next we want to investigate what is the correct expan-
sion of the line tension in 1/B when 6=0. When h) 0
we know that for a large enough radius of the domain
the value of mi (or E) inside the domain is exponentially
close to mi, q (or E,z), the values of the equilibrium sur-
face state (see Figs. 3 and 4). When 6=0, however, this
is not the case (see Fig. 5). The relation between the
radius R and the substrate density in the middle of the
domain mi o(0) is calculated by inserting the expressions
for o'o o and Vo in Eq. (A5) with h = 0 into Eq. (44) to
yield

As a result, we thus find that the leading singular con-
tribution to wq as 6~0 is given by 7.

q

This is the correct expansion in I/B when 6 = 0 to
replace Eq. (36).
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